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DEFINITIONS 

The following definitions are used throughout the MIDTOWN 2000 Plan. Most are extracted 
from "Urban Design: The Architecture of Towns and Cities" written and illustrated by 
Paul D. Speiregen, for the American Institute of Architects and published by McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, copyright 1965. Permission of the publishers to reproduce parts thereof has 
been received. 

MIDTOWN 

District 

Edge 

The area to be bounded by the Wichita River; the Missouri, Kansas and 
Texas, and the Ft. Worth and Denver railroad tracks; Kell Freeway; and 
Brook Avenue. 

A city is composed of component neighborhoods or districts; its residential, 
public, community facilities, office, general commercial, central business 
district, and heavy commercial areas. Sometimes they are distinct in form 
and extent. Sometimes they are considerably mixed in character and do not 
have distinct limits. 

The termination of a district is its edge. Some districts have no distinct edges 
at all, but gradually taper off and blend into others. 

Enclosed Urban Space 

When a facade height equals the distance we stand from a building (a 1 to 1 
relationship), the building is considerably higher than the upper limit of our 
field of forward view (300 ) and we feel well enclosed. When a facade height 
equals one-half the distance we stand from a building (1 to 2), it is at the 
threshold of distraction, and creates a feeling of enclosure. When a facade 
height equals one-third our distance from the building (1 to 3), we perceive 
the prominent objects beyond the space as much as we do the space itself. 
When a facade is one-fourth our distance away from the building (1 to 4), 
the space loses its containing quality, and peripheral facades function more 
as edges. The sense of space is all but lost, and we are left instead with a 
sense of place. 
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Functional Street dassification 

Street facilities are categorized according to the types of traffic which they 
carry and the access which they provide to abutting property. The freeway 
provides rapid movement of large volumes of through traffic across the city. 
It has no direct access to abutting property. The arterial street provides rapid 
movement of large volumes of through traffic between districts and across 
the city, but provides access to abutting property. Collector streets move 
traffic between arterials and local streets and provide direct access to 
abutting property. Local streets move traffic primarily to collector streets 
and provide access to abutting property. 

Grain and Texture 

Image 

Landmark 

Grain is the degree of fineness or coarseness in an urban area. Texture is the 
degree of mix of fine and coarse elements. A suburban area with small 
houses on small plots has a fine grain and a uniform texture. With small 
houses on varying size lots, it could still have a fine grain but an uneven 
texture. In the city, large blocks with buildings of varying sizes could be 
described as having a coarse grain and an uneven texture. If the buildings are 
uniform in size, they could be described as having a coarse grain but a 
uniform texture. 

People's impressions of a building, a particular environment, or a whole city, 
are more than visual. Within the city lie many connotations, memories, 
experiences, smells, hopes, crowds, places, buildings, the drama of life and 
death, affecting each person according to his particular predilections. From 
his environment each person constructs his own mental picture of the parts 
of the city in physical relationship to one another. The most essential parts 
of an individual's mental image overlap and complement those of his fellows. 
Hence, we can assume a collective image or impression of a city; a collective 
picture of what people extract from the physical reality of a city. That 
extracted picture is the image of the city. 

The prominent visual features of the city are its landmarks. Some landmarks 
are very large and are seen at great distances. Some landmarks are very small 
and can only be seen close up, like a street clock, a fountain, or a small 
statue in a park. Landmarks are an important element of urban form because 
they help people to orient themselves in the city and help identify areas. A 
good landmark is a distinct but harmonious element in its urban setting. 
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Node 

A node is a center of activity. Actually it is a type of landmark, but is 
distinguished from a landmark by virtue of its active function. Where a 
landmark is a distinct visual object, a node is a distinct hub of activity. 

Open Space Network 

Orientation 

A network of open space is a design element linking the various sizes and 
types of space in a manner which facilitates access to all districts and 
activities in the city. This open space network is the structure or framework 
around which the design of the city can be developed. It can be corridors or 
reservoirs of space used either actively or passively. Sidewalks, avenues, 
accessways, plazas, mini-parks and malls are active urban open spaces. Bodies 
of water, greenbelts and park-like areas of greenery in a relaxed, natural 
environment are passive open spaces. 

Knowledge of visible phenomena and the presence of visible landmarks, 
patterns, shapes, etc. impart to us an orientation, which is a sense of where 
we are and where things are in relation to us. 

Radiocentric Shape 

The most frequently found urban form is a large circle with radical corridors 
of intense development emanating from the center. 

Rectilinear Shape 

A variation on radiocentric form is the rectangle, which usually has two 
corridors of intense development crossing at the center. It is the radio centric 
form with right angles. 

Sa tellite Pattern 

A constellation of cities around a main center forms a satellite pattern. 

Scale of Human Vision 

Certain measures of the scale of VISIon should be kept in mind when 
designing areas of activity. The maximum distance for seeing a person's form 
is 4,000 feet. At 450 feet, action can be discerned. The maximum distance 
for recognizing an individual is 80 feet. At 40 feet facial expressions can be 
identified. 
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Street Furniture 

Streets and sidewalks serve as more than simply pathways. They become 
nodes of activity with the introduction of objects which serve people 
directly such as benches, planting boxes, water fountains, bus shelters, 
advertising kiosks, historical markers, canopies and sculpture. 

Street Hardware 

Vista 

Street hardware includes objects which are outfittings of utility and 
mechanical systems such as parking meters, utility poles, overhead wires, 
traffic signs, bike stands, and litter receptacles. 

A vista is the major view of the city and different points around the city, 
particularly the points of approach. Sometimes vistas are modest, but still of 
great importance in characterizing the city. For example, slot views down 
the sloping streets of San Francisco afford fine vistas of the bay. 
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

July, 1976 is a month of dual celebration for Wichitans -- not only the 

bicentennial anniversary of the United States, but the centennial of the midtown. It was on 

July 6, 1876 that the heirs of John A. Scott flIed a deed in Clay County laying out the 

original townsite which is today's midtown sector. 

With similar foresight and anticipation of a bright future this plan is published. 

Appropriately enough, MIDTOWN 2000 is a plan to ensure that the original townsite of 

1876 remains the market and cultural center of North Texas for a second hundred years. 

Justification for a Strong Midtown 

There are many justifications for the existence of strong midtown sectors. Six major 

points, important to Wichita Falls, are presented below. 

The midtown sector's economy generates several hundred thousands of 
dollars in the form of sales taxes and property taxes which support city-wide 
public facilities and services. It is a strong tax base which should be 
preserved. 

Current city and regional trends indicate continued growth in jobs, 
population, and dollars. With a viable market function in the midtown 
sector, additional city revenue will be generated which will support city-wide 
public facilities and services. 

The satellite pattern of development appropriately describes the Wichita 
Falls region. The midtown sector qualifies as the major hub of this pattern. 
Because of this strategic location, many retail, financial, governmental, 
religious, entertainment, and cultural activities exist in this sector. Huge 
private and public capital investments house and support these activities. 
However, if the midtown sector continues to decline, such activities would 
begin to disperse, and regardless of where these activities locate, their total 
strength would decline since much of the accumulative attraction which is so 
highly recognized and valued would be- lost. Also, the cost for new public 
capital improvements to support dispersal would be astronomical. 

The midtown sector is partially composed and surrounded by residential 
districts developed in the 1920's and which now house a considerable 
portion of senior citizens and other low or fixed income persons. Without a 
strong midtown sector, the opportunity to lead a decent life would be 
denied to many citizens, many of whom have been midtown residents for 
half a century. 
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A strong mid town sector is unique in 1970 urban America, as many cities 
have allowed their central areas to decline and deteriorate. A viable midtown 
is viewed as an attractive point in continuing the expansion of the industrial 
sector of the economy and in helping to achieve the rate of moderate growth 
identified in the 1973 General Plan of Wichita Falls. 

The midtown sector is a major part of the collective picture which forms the 
image of the city in the minds of people. To many, the midtown sector is a 
window to the past - memories, hopes, crowds, places, sights, sounds, and 
beauty - a part of the panorama of life. If the midtown sector loses its 
character and its image associations, then the entire city loses its heart and 
its history. 

Policy Statement 

Based on these justifications, the following policy statement is recommended for 

adoption by the Board of Aldermen. 

Whereas, it is the philosophy of the City of Wichita Falls that the midtown 
sector be the market and cultural center for the North Texas region and 
panorama of life for the citizens of Wichita Falls; now be it resolved that it 
will be the policy of the City of Wichita Falls to promote private and public 
redevelopment in the midtown sector by utilizing private and public 
fmancial resources, regulatory devices, and informal tools. 

Long Range Goals and Short Range Objectives 

The policy statement provides the starting point for the planning process of the 

midtown. It sets the benchmark from which the steps of the planning process are carried 

out. 

Based on the policy statement, long range goals can be developed. Long range goals 

are hard to quantify and usually remain in effect regardless of what happens. In order to 

accomplish long range goals, short range objectives must be developed. At the objective 

level, more detail is needed, and the technical judgments of professional planners become 

more important. 

Stated otherwise, planning is viewed as a series of coordinated decisions aimed at 

meeting a policy. Goals and objectives themselves are the cornerstones of the planning 

process, for they form the basic framework for decision-making. 
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The goals and objectives used as the cornerstones for MIDTOWN 2000 are listed 

below. The following chapters identify the projects and considerations needed to meet these 

goals and objectives and thus carry out the policy statement. 

Goal: To have a Circulation and Parking Plan which includes properly located freeway, 
arterial, collector, and local streets along with appropriate alleys, hardware, parking 
and public transportation facilities which have a capacity exceeding projected 
volumes and support the Land Use Plan of the midtown sector. 

Objectives: .To have streets constructed to the standards of their functional 
street classifications . 

. To have adequate street hardware including street lighting, traffic 
controls, and signing, with color fidelity and softness along 
pedestrian pathways . 

. To have adequate on and off street public parking and off street 
commercial parking which is tied to pedestrian pathways . 

. To segregate long term from short term parking in relation to trip 
purpose and land use with particular emphasis on peripheral long 
term parking . 

. To enhance the aesthetic quality of both public and private off 
street parking facilities with unobtrusive and appropriate screening 
and landscaping . 

. To minimize conflict among the various modes of transportation, 
particularly at destination points and transfer areas . 

. To provide adequate bus service to and through the midtown sector 
with particular emphasis on bus stops and shelters and their relation 
to circulation, parking, urban design, beautification, and land use . 

. To consider provisions for shuttle service between peripheral long 
term parking and pedestrian pathways and major nodes . 

. To obtain rail passenger facilities and services. 

Goal: To provide the midtown sector with adequate property services including water 
supplies, energy supplies, wastewater and storm water removal, solid waste removal, 
and communication systems. 
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Objectives: .To construct, restore, or replace all necessary water mains and 
supply lines, wastewater mains and collector lines, storm water 
channels and sewers, and solid waste collection routes ensuring 
service to redevelopment areas and projects in the midtown sector . 

. To promote through advance coordination, the availability of 
adequate property services, energy supplies, and communication 
systems to serve redevelopment in the midtown sector . 

. To enhance the aesthetic quality of landmarks, nodes, the open 
space network and pedestrian areas by providing vistas uninterrupted 
by property service and street hardware through the burying of 
utilities, screening, and use of color fidelity. 

Goal: To have an Urban Design and Beautification Plan which includes an open space 
network with adequate mini, neighborhood, and community level parks, aesthetic 
and functional buildings, pathways, and urban spaces, and preserved or restored 
historical landmarks of valuable architectural and cultural significance. 

Objectives: .To protect or create natural open space parkland along critical 
floodways . 

. To provide neighborhood and community parkland and 
improvements for both. active and passive recreation . 

. To establish or encourage mini-park urban spaces near nodes of high 
activity . 

. To have all public buildings and enclosed urban spaces adequately 
landscaped and maintained . 

. To promote maintenance and beautification of private buildings and 
urban spaces . 

. To have sidewalks, curbs and medians constructed and maintained in 
an adequate, barrier free, and aesthetic condition . 

. To provide street furniture along the major pedestrian pathways for 
comfort and convenience . 

. To have aesthetically pleasing street hardware including pedestrian 
scale lighting fixtures and intensities . 

. To include alleys in high activity areas as part of the open space 
network as pedestrian pathways. 
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·To establish small historical landmarks and markers which can assist 
in orienting people, and which are linked with the open space 
network and pedestrian circulation patterns . 

. To designate, preserve, and restore permanent larger historical 
landmarks with particular attention to vistas from major vehicle and 
pedestrian circulation patterns and nodes of high activity. 

Goal: To have a Land Use Plan which achieves an optimum physical pattern of land uses 
and sound structures which will support the economic base potential of the 
midtown sector with particular emphasis on a significant resident population 
supporting the market function . 

Objectives: . To demolish all dilapidated buildings and structures which are not of 
valuable architectural, cultural, or historical significance . 

. To rehabilitate deteriorating buildings and structures which are of 
historical significance and which could conform with the optimum 
physical pattern . 

. To construct new buildings and structures which will support the 
economic base and residential housing potential. 

.To provide an optimum physical pattern which will support and 
house a resident population of diverse economic status and age 
characteristics . 

. To establish the edges of the midtown sector as poSItIve 
environmental influences supporting the image and growth potential 
of the sector . 

. To establish various land use districts, each with harmonious 
activities and distinct edges, linked together by the Circulation and 
Parking Plan and the Urban Design and Beautification Plan. 

Goals: To stimulate midtown redevelopment by utilizing private, non-profit, and public 
fman cial resources, regulatory devices, and informal tools of persuasion and 
communication. 

Objectives: .To expend necessary private non-profit and public funds for 
midtown improvements and exceptional maintenance of facilities in 
a planned and programmed manner . 

. To roordinate public improvements with the actIVItles of a 
non-profit development rorporation and other organizational 
vehicles attempting to obtain private capital investments and the 
redevelopment of real estate. 
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.To establish fair and impartial standards in ordinance form which 
will provide adequate regulations and project review guidelines for 
both public and private projects to achieve the optimum physical 
pattern . 

. To promote diverse activities in the midtown sector sponsored by 
public and private groups and clubs which will promote the image of 
the midtown as the heart, history, and panorama of life in Wichita 
Falls. 
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ECONOMIC BASE AND POPULATION 

Much of the image of the midtown sector is based on the number and intensity of 

nodes and activities. A wide range of economic base and residential activities results in 

positive impressions as well as a physically strong area. Such a wide range of activities 

promotes new construction, substantial rehabilitation, and circulation, parking, design and 

beautification improvements. The primary question is "What is the potential for 

improvement in midtown's economic base and residential activities?" 

The midtown sector has a potential for increase in absolute business volume. Sales 

have shown some increase in absolute dollars from 1958 to 1972 even though the central 

business district has accounted for a decreasing portion of total city retail sales. Sales 

activity for Wichita Falls has been increasing at a steady rate. From 1969 to 1973 sales tax 

receipts to the city, as reported by the state comptroller's office, increased approximately 

10% per year. The city has generated approximately 67% of total regional sales tax receipts. 

Total retail sales activity for the city, as shown by the Bureau of Census, increased 

approximately 7% per year from 1958 to 1972. The census reports show sales for the 

central business district to be increasing at a small growth rate of 0.93% per year. However, 

with the growth of sales in outlying portions of the city, sales in the central business district 

decreased from 47% of total city sales in 1958 to 26% in 1972. This is an average 

proportional decrease of 1.5% per year. The central business district for census reporting is 

the area bounded by Sixth Street., the Missouri, Kansas, and Texas and Ft. Worth and 

Denver railroad tracks, the proposed Kell Freeway and Brook Avenue. 

Based on the census figures, total city sales should be approximately $438,518,000 

in 1980, $615,045,000 in 1985, and $862,633,000 in 1990. If the central business district 

stabilizes at 26% of total city sales, sales should be $114,015,000 in 1980, $159,912,000 in 

1985, and $224,283,000 in 1990. If it grows at the slower rate of 0.93% per year, central 

business district sales should be $71,216,000 (16% of city sales) in 1980, $74,590,000 (12% 

of city sales) in 1985, and $78,124,000 (9% of city sales) in 1990. The actual growth 
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potential of the central business district should fall between these projections. Projections of 

absolute dollar increases appear to show that dollar volumn in the central business district 

will continue to increase as the city grows. However, if central business district sales 

continue to decline in proportion to city-wide sales, at the rate of 1.5% per year, the 0.93% 

annual increase will not even be maintained and a decrease of sales activity in absolute 

dollars will be experienced before 1980. It should be noted that these projections do not 

discount inflation. 

The population for Wichita Falls decreased approximately 4% from 1960 to 1970. 

In 1960 the midtown population was approximately 9,100 or 8.5% of the total city 

population. In 1970, the midtown population decreased 47% to 4,800 people, only 5% of 

the total city population. 

A further analysis of this decrease showed a 63% decrease in the age group between 

25 - 44 years and a 76% decrease in the age group between 0 - 14 years. The only increase 

was in the over 65 age group, which increased 22%. This reflected the outmigration of 

families and the concentration of senior citizens in the midtown sector. 

The significant trends in business activity and resident population in the midtown 

are reflections of the sprawl of the 1960's and early 1970's. Large and small cities across the 

United States have witnessed similar trends. However, these trends are beginning to reverse 

in the mid-1970's. Changing life styles, continuing energy shortages, and an emerging 

historical and ecological awareness are producing a back-to-the-midtown movement. 

Locally, recent surveys of multi-family structures located in the midtown sector showed 

that these units remain occupied the year round, and cannot meet all requests for 

apartments. 

Just as the potential to widen the economic base of the midtown sector exists, so 

does a potential exist for in-town housing. The charge is to create an optimum physical 

pattern of community development which will support the economic base potential of the 

midtown sector with particular emphasis on a significant resident population. This 

significant resident population through its demand for goods and services would have a 

positive economic impact on the midtown sector. 
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EXISTING MIDTOWN CONDITIONS 

The edges of the midtown sector are fairly distinct. The Wichita River is a natural 

northern boundary. However, an overgrowth of vegetation, dumped scrap and waste 

materials, and undefined and unsloped river banks severely limit its visual quality and use. 

The railroad right-of-way and its respective negative environmental consequences of noise, 

air, and visual pollution form an all too negative eastern edge. The cleared right-of-way for 

the Kell Freeway project presents a development void which serves as the southern edge, 

while Brook Ave., functions as the least distinct .edge separating the midtown sector from 

adjacent western low density neighborhoods. 

The midtown sector is also composed of separate districts with their respective 

edges. The edges of these districts are not dis~nct, but gradually taper off. In some cases, 

mixed land uses and the rectilinear street pattern make the definition of districts nearly 

impossible. Illustration 1 shows five districts of fairly uniform characteristics. Three of these 

are low density residential neighborhoods. The hospital and the central business district also 

exist as homogenous areas. However, the greatest percentage of the midtown sector is a 

nondescript, transitional zone. In this zone land uses are indiscriminately mixed. 

Community facilities and general commercial uses exist side-by-side as do general 

commercial and heavy commercial. 

Illustration 1 shows the general elevation contours of the midtown. The terrain 

slopes gently upward from the south, southwest, and the southeast to a bluff with a 

ridgeline along Burnett St. and Seventh St. The level area below the ridgeline extends from 

the northern and the eastern boundaries approximately 1500 feet, forming an "L" shaped 

area. Part of this lower portion of the midtown sector is in the 100-year flood plain of the 

Wichita River. 

In terms of structural conditions, the midtown sector contains several 

concentrations of deteriorating and dilapidated structures. There is a concentration of 

dilapidated housing north of Fifth St., and concentrations of deteriorating housing in the 
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two southern residential districts. Many other substandard buildings and structures are 

scattered throughout the transitional zone, especially in the area of Eighth St., and Burnett 

St. Several historically unique structures are concentrated in the central business district, 

with others being scattered in the transitional zone. 

There are several excellent examples of urban design and beautification in reference 

to independent buildings and parcels. The concept of enclosed urban space is well utilized at 

the comer of Eighth St. and Lamar St., while a visually pleasing mixture of grain and 

texture can be seen at 800 Scott Ave. The 500 block of Scott Ave. also demonstrates a well 

conceived miniaturized circulation and parking plan linked to a mini open space network. 

However, there is neither a comprehensive circulation and parking plan nor a comprehensive 

urban design and beautification plan for any large portion of the midtown sector. The built 

environment lacks coordination between ~r.ai.n~ and textures and urban spaces and human 

scale relationships. This results in activity centers without distinct images. 

The midtown sector's edges, districts, structural conditions and examples of urban 

design and beautification do, however, offer potential in terms of new economic and 

residential activities. For example, the northern edge of the sector, the Wichita River, can be 

developed into an environmental asset which would stimulate residential redevelopment. 

The sloping terrain and rectilinear street pattern offer the potential to create vistas to 

midtown landmarks. The internal midtown districts offer a framework on which to build in 

order to achieve the value of accumulative attraction. Activities which are harmonious and 

supportive of each other can be grouped in the future to eliminate conflicting transitional 

areas. Buildings which have historical importance can be preserved and made a part of an 

open space network. Concentrations of structures in dilapidated condition can be 

demolished, making way for new economic and residential development. Good existing 

examples of urban design and beautification can be accentuated. The following three 

chapters illustrate how this potential can become a reality. 
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CIRCULATION AND PARKING 

The adequacy of the midtown's circulation system and its streets, sidewalks, parking 

lots, and pathways is critical. The minute impressions formed by finding a parking space or 

stepping off a curb, collectively form much of the image of the midtown. 

An overview of the proposed midtown transportation system is presented in 

Illustration 4. Major accesspoints, through traffic routes, and circulation routes are 

identified. Parking lots for long and short term parking complement the circulation patterns. 

The overall system emphasizes maximum integration of transportation modes with a 

minimum of conflicts. 

Regional and extended local access will be provided by Central Freeway and the 

planned Kell Freeway system. Central Freeway will bring traffic to the midtown sector from 

the north and south. Kell Freeway will carry traffic to the midtown sector from the south 
, , 

and southwest. Access from Kell Freeway 'will be at Brook Ave., the interchange with 

Central Freeway on the sector's southern edge, and at the southeastern end of the sector at 

Ohio St. and Thirteenth St .. Access from the east will be at the intersection of Ohio St. and 

Thirteenth St. via Spur 447. 

North/south through traffic circulation will be provided through the sector by the 

one-way couplet of Broad St. and Holliday St. and on the periphery of the central business 

district by a loop formed by Lamar St., Ohio St. and a small "Y" interchange on the 

northern edge of the sector just south of the Scott Ave. bridge. East/west through traffic 

circulation will be provided by Seventh St. and a one-way couplet of Thirteenth St. and 

Fourteenth St. 

Local traffic will continue to enter and exit the midtown on Burnett St. and the 

one-way east/west streets between Fifth St. and Fourteenth St. The rectilinear pattern of 

streets in the midtown sector will continue to handle local circulation. The couplet of Ohio 

St. and Lamar St. should reduce through traffic in the central business district and permit 

the possible limitation of normal traffic flow on Scott Ave. or Indiana St. Pedestrian 

circulation will be emphasized within this couplet area through urban design and 

beautification improvements as well as modifications to curb alignment which will add 

additional pedestrian space. 
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Off-street parking areas will be constructed to be easily accessible from midtown 

access points and circulation patterns. Short-term parking lots will be located on the fringe 

of the central business district and linked to the pedestrian circulation system via midblock 

accessways and pedestrian overramps. Long-term parking lots will be located further from 

activity areas. Vacant land under elevated portions of Spur 447 will provide spaces for long 

term employee parking. These parking lots could be linked to activity nodes via a midtown 

shuttle system. During peak hours, the shuttle would operate on short headway times 

between parking lots and activity nodes. Other public transportation components such as 

passenger rail facilities and bus service could make the central business district of the 

midtown sector a major transfer point. 

Design and beautification improvements along many portions of the circulation and 

parking network are encouraged. The imag~ of the midtown sector will be enhanced by 

increased levels of street lighting in major activity areas and along major arterial streets. Soft 

pedestrian scale lighting will provide supplemental lighting and an effective design element 

along pedestrian circulation pathways. Intense landscaping efforts along key streets will 

impart a sense of intimate scale and act as a buffer between pedestrians and vehicles. 
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The recommended circulation and parking improvements which follow strengthen 

the existing transportation pattern, stimulate growth and redevelopment, and enhance the 

environmental quality of the midtown sector. 

IN ORDER TO MEET THE GOALS OF MIDTOWN 2000 THE FOLLOWING 
CIRCULATION AND PARKING PROJECTS ARE RECOMMENDED: 

Complete Kell Freeway, Kell Interchange, and Spur 447. The 
completion of this system will greatly improve access to the midtown 
sector from the south, southwestern and eastern portions of the city. 
The greatest degree of improvement will be an access to the central 
business district. Freeway access points at Ohio St., Lamar St., 
Thirteenth St., and Fourteenth St., will reduce traffic movements 
now required as central business district vehicles filter in and out of 
the midtown sector via Seventh St. - Twelfth St. 

Construct an intercha.I)ge at the northern edge of the midtown sector 
at the Scott Street' Bridge. The construction of this project would 
provide an adequate north/south vehicle circulation pattern. Through 
traffic from Spur 447 will be diverted away from Scott Ave. and 
Indiana St. Minimum traffic circulation modifications would require 
converting Ohio St. to one-way northbound from Spur 447 to 
Eleventh St. and Lamar St. to one-way southbound from Fifteenth 
to Spur 447. These conversions will ease congestion at entrance and 
exit points and improve north/south traffic flow through the 
midtown sector. This pattern would allow for the est:ablishment of 
one-way movements on Ohio St. and Lamar St. if mandated by 
future traffic volumes. The new interchange presents other options, 
in that portions of Scott Ave. or Indiana St. would not be needed as 
much for through traffic circulation and could be limited to localized 
traffic. 

Convert Thirteenth St. and Fourteenth St. to a one-way pair between 
Spur 447 and Grace St. These conversions will ease congestion at 
access points and improve traffic flow through the midtown sector. 
Accessibility to the hospital district from the eastern portion of the 
city will be greatly improved. 

Convert Twelfth St. to two-way between Ohio St. and Grace St. This 
conversion should provide local traffic an east/west route segregated 
from through traffic on Thirteenth St. and Fourteenth St. 
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Replace Burnett St. Bridge and widen approaches. This replacement 
will facilitate north/south traffic circulation between Spur 447 and 
the midtown's northern peripheral residential area. 

Widen Seventh St. from Brook Ave. to Broad St. The completion of 
this project will result in an improved western access point. 

Construct an elevated ex resswa alon Broad St. and Hollida St. 
The construction of this project shou d reduce tra fIC congestion 
along Broad St. and Holliday St. The expressway should provide for 
the uninterrupted flow of north/south through traffic on U. S. 
281-287 separate from local midtown traffic. The expressway should 
be designed to provide major entrance and exit points to the central 
business district and appropriate buffering from surrounding land 
uses in order to minimize environment degradation. 

Convert existing street lighting from mercury vapor to sodium vapor 
lights. This conversion will increase lighting levels in portions of the 
midtown sector. The increased level of light wiIl increase traffic 
safety and help orient vehicular and pedestrian traffic. 

Construct long-term employee parking lots. The construction of 
parking lots on the eastern peripheral edge of the sector will provide 
for long-term employee parking and thus increase the availability of 
parking in the central business district. Space for covered parking and 
other vehicle storage can be provided by the multiple use of land 
beneath Spur 447 near the intersection of Thirteenth St. and Indiana 
St. 

Construct short-term customer parking lots in the central business 
district. The construction of well landscaped and buffered parking 
lots in the central business district, as shown in Illustration 2, would 
provide increased parking space to accommodate additional 
consumer activity. Parking lots should be constructed on the 
northwest corner of the intersection of Sixth St. and Indiana St., on 
the east side of Ohio St. from Seventh St. to Ninth St., and on the 
west side of Ohio St. from Seventh St. to Twelfth St. Parking areas in 
the 800 block of Ohio St. should include one full block of parking 
on either the east or west side of the street. The lot should be 
constructed to permit the future addition of a multiple story parking 
structure. A portion of this parking lot on Ohio St. may be used for 
long-term parking. The parking areas should be linked to the 
pedestrian circulation and open space networks through midblock 
accessways. Adjacent heavy commercial activities should be screened 
from view. One parking lot on Ohio St. could be partially utilized as 
a central public transit transfer facility. The facility could include a 
comfort station and an information center. 
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Construct short-term parking lots in the northern public district. The 
construction of well landscaped parking lots to serve the municipal 
government complex would provide increased parking space for 
employees and visitors. These parking lots should be located on 
Holliday St. directly across from the police station, on Seventh St. 
Between Broad St. and Holliday St., and on Broad St. directly west 
of Memorial Auditorium. They would eliminate the parking problem 
which currently exists in this public district. 

Construct pedestrian improvements. The construction of overpasses 
spanning Ohio St. in the 700 and 800 blocks of Ohio St. should 
reduce automobile/pedestrian conflicts and promote circulation. The 
overpasses would provide links from parking lots to midblock 
pedestrian accessways in the central business district. In addition, the 
construction of curb ramps at all intersections along pedestrian 
pathways will provide a barrier free pedestrian circulation system, as 
shown in Illustration 3. The provision of sidewalk lighting will foster 
pedestrian movement. 

Repair or reconstnict- deteriorating streets. An intensified street 
inspection and maintenance program in the midtown sector would 
increase the efficiency of the circulation system by eliminating street 
hazards and reducing travel times. Major arterial and collector streets 
should be the first priority of this program. 

Consideration should be given to establishing passenger rail service to 
the midtown sector. An existing building at 504 Eighth St. could 
serve as an excellent terminal if restored to a 1920's style and 
integrated with a proposed historical district. AMTRAK service 
should be sought. A rail rapid shuttle service between the midtown 
sector and Sheppard Air Force Base utilizing existing rail bed may 
also be feasible. The restored terminal should also meet the need for 
a public transit transfer facility. 

Consideration should be given to establishing a midtown shuttle 
service with peak hour routes serving peripheral long-term parking 
lots. A complementary test of a demand responsive transit service 
between major midtown nodes during non-peak hours might also be 
included in this consideration. 
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URBAN DESIGN AND BEAUTIFICATION 

The adequacy of the midtown's open space network and its parks, plazas, canopies, 

and kiosks is extremely important. Much of the midtown image develops from the 

accumulation of minute impressions resulting from a tree shaded bench, a well designed 

sign, or a bubbling fountain. 

An overview of the proposed urban design and beautification improvements is 

presented in Illustration 8. The Urban Design and Beautification Plan is intended to create 

an attractive open space network which emphasizes human scale. 

Urban design and beautification improvements are called for in the central business 

district. Sidewalk areas in the central business district will be beautified and made more 

interesting through the addition of various design elements, as shown in Illustrations 5, 6 

and 7. Major efforts are called for along Scott Ave. and Indiana St. Pedestrian pathways will 

be redesigned to include sidewalk improvements, curb modifications, and street furniture. 

Open space areas will be provided by midblock accessways and other mini-parks in 

the central business district. The Wichita River will be cleaned and developed as a greenbelt. 

It will be a major recreational attraction to the midtown sector. The greenbelt will provide 

opportunities for passive and active recreation and should stimulate redevelopment in 

adjacent areas. 

Structures in historical districts will be recycled through preservation and restoration 

efforts. The historical structures on the northern and northeastern fringe of the central 

business district will provide an excellent atmosphere encouraging additional cultural and 

entertainment facilities. Additional historically significant structures and places outside this 

district will be appropriately marked and preserved. 

Large redevelopment projects such as an educational complex and a human resource 

center are included as possible additional activity-generating facilities. The scope of these 

projects will be more closely defined and incorporated within a flexible planning process as 

revitalization efforts and increased residential activity justify commitment. 
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The recommended design and beautification improvements which follow are new 

directions in Wichita Falls. They attempt to preserve the past without limiting the future, 

and to insure a comprehensive network of open spaces which complements circulation and 

parking improvements. 

IN ORDER TO MEET THE GOALS OF MIDTOWN 2000 THE FOLLOWING URBAN 
DESIGN AND BEAUTIFICATION PROJECTS ARE RECOMMENDED: 

Develop a greenbelt along both banks of the Wichita River. This 
development should be a major portion of the midtown's open space 
network directly linking Front Street Park, open space north of the 
proposed Scott St. exchange, fIoodland along the river, and Lucy 
Park. The greenbelt should act as a magnet to pull future central 
business district activities to the north. Improvements of the river 
area should include cleaning debris from the river and its banks, 
sloping the banks, cOQstructing rough aggregate trails, and providing 
park furniture. 

Develo an historical district within the ro osed central business 
district. This district shoul e an enc ve 0 activity, integratmg the 
City's heritage with the expanding business community. All existing 
structures in the district should be required to be restored to an 
original style. New development should be required to be compatible 
with the style of the early 1920's. Historical street lamps and street 
furniture should be utilized along pedestrian routes. Specialized retail 
sales, restaurants, artistic and entertainment activities should be 
encouraged. 
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Develop Depot Square Mini-Park. The development of a mini-park 
within the historical district on the east side of Ohio St. should be a 
major node of the open space network. This park would be adjacent 
to a preserved 1928 terminal facility restored and functioning 
possibly as an AMTRAK depot. An existing structure called "the 
world's littlest skyscraper" should also be preserved and made a part 
of this park. The park should channel foot traffic to a proposed 
pedestrian overpass spanning Ohio St. All park furniture, play 
equipment, and beautification accessories should follow the 
historical design theme. 

Develop a Shoppers Mini-Park in the core retail area. This mini-park 
should be located on the southeast corner of the mtersection of 
Ninth St. and Scott Ave. This park would provide additional urban 
space in the central business district and would break the monotony 
of the rectilinear pattern of circulation. The mini-park would also 
stimulate increased retail activity. 

Des' nate historical structures outside of the historical district. 
Structures of archite-ctura , cultura , or hIstorical sIgm Icance s ou 
be designated as official historical landmarks. For example, public 
buildings of significance include Memorial Auditorium, the First 
Baptist Olurch annex, Kemp Public Library, and the First Methodist 
Olurch. Residential structures located at 900 Bluff, 908 Bluff, 1100 
and 1101 Travis, and 1400 Travis St. should be considered for 
designation as well as the Hamilton and Staley office buildings. 

Construct midblock pedestrian accessways. The construction of 
midblock pedestrian accessways linking parking with the central 
business district should eliminate automobile/pedestrian conflicts at 
intersections and provide direct pedestrian access to the central 
business district. The facades, furniture, lights and landscaping of this 
space should follow the design theme of surrounding areas. 

Initiate intensive levels of urban des' n and beautification along 
Scott Ave. an In lana t. eSIgIl t emes suc as pams ourtyar, 
Old West Desert, and Modern Geometrics, should be considered and 
agreed to by abutting property owners prior to the preparation of 
architectural and construction plans. Street furnishing and hardware 
would be designed to conform to the various design themes. 

Initiate moderate levels of urban design and beautification 
improvements along the open space network. Improvements shown 
should be undertaken in the central business district on east/west 
streets including Fifth St. through Eleventh St. and on Scott Ave. 
and Indiana St. from one blOCK \\est of 10th St. 
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Construct an educational complex. The construction of this complex 
Should replace the CIty'S oldest elementary and junior high schools 
and provide school administration and public library space. The new 
facility would accommodate population increases in proposed 
adjacent and other midtown residential districts and future 
residential development in the southeastern portion of the city. The 
location of this complex between Thirteenth St., Fourteenth St., 
Bluff St., and Austin St. will have excellent accessibility via Burnett 
St. from the north and south, Thirteenth St. from the east, and 
Fourteenth St. from the west. The construction of expanded library 
space would provide room for additional resources and should 
supplement the proposed educational complex. The existing library 
should be preserved as an annex. The new facility would be within 
walking distance from in-town residential districts and easily 
accessible from other 'portions of the city by Kell Freeway, Spur 
447, and Central Expressway. 

Ac uire land for future ublic use and construct ublic facilities in a 
proposed northwest public istrict. T e constructIOn 0 t e 
following facilities will establish a distinct hub of public activities in 
the midtown sector. Expansion of the existing police station will 
provide badly needed space and will allow for a separate municipal 
court structure. Construction of a municipal annex should provide 
future office and parking space for municipal employees. The annex 
should be located directly across Seventh St. south of the Memorial 
Auditorium. 

Expand central fire station. The expansion of this facility will assure 
that the midtown sector and surrounding areas have adequate fire 
protection. It will also provide additional space for the 
administration functions of the Fire Department. 

an Central Ex resswa 
priority use 0 thIS Ian wou e e constructIOn 0 a uman 
resource center. The construction of a human resource center would 
provide a community setting for the coordinated delivery of health 
and social services. The center will benefit from proposed nearby 
residential, hospital, and community facility districts. In turn, the 
activity generated by the center should benefit the central business 
district. A campus-like environment should prevail. The Wichita 
River greenbelt will provide additional open space. 
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Develop a neighborhood park in the southwestern residential area. 
The development of this park would serve two purposes. It would 
provide this neighborhood with needed park area within walking 
distance and would serve as an in-town rest stop for travellers. The 
park should be loea ted partially on existing city property near the 
intersection of Grace St. and Collins St. and along the north Kell 
Freeway frontage road. The park should include park furniture, play 
equipment, restroom facilities, and a public information facility. 
Although the park need not be enclosed by trees, some buffering 
should be provided along the Kell Expressway frontage road. 

Consider the construction of a multi-use civic center adjacent to the 
central business district. A preliminary economic feasibility study 
Should be completed before finalizing the decision to promote this 
project. As pointed out by a visiting team of urban planners, the civic 
center and supporting facilities should be loeated on the northern 
fringe of the cultural and entertainment area to be developed as a 
historical district. It would be a node of cultural, governmental, 
business and recreational activity for the entire city and it would 
bring new life and greater tourist/visitor spending to Wichita Falls. 

Consider the construction of comfort stations in the core retail area. 
The comfort stations could be constructed as part of a transit 
terminal facility, information center, or mini-park. This project 
would provide comfort facilities that would be easily located by 
pedestrians. 
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FUfURE MIDTOWN CONDITIONS 

The distinctness of the midtown's edges should be more pronounced as a result of 

the recommended Circulation and Parking and Urban Design and Beautification Plans. The 

Wichita River on the northern edge of the sector will be a natural open space. The railroad 

tracks and heavy commercial activity on the eastern and southeastern edges will be buffered 

from adjacent land use with open space, bermes, and trees. A new form and character will 

be created for the sector. The two functional plans also support the recommended Land Use 

Plan shown as Illustration 9. The land use districts build upon and support each other and 

are linked by circulation patterns and the open space network. 

There are four residential districts outlined in Illustration 9. The neighborhood 

located in the far southwest should be preserved through a concentrated code enforcement 

effort. Deteriorated structures should be rehabilitated to minimum property standards. 

Sound structures should be placed on vacant lots which are of adequate size. However, the 

reconstruction of structures which overcrowd the neighborhood such as converted garage 

apartments should not be allowed. This neighborhood could house approximately 550 

families and provide in-town single-family housing for hospital and other midtown 

employees. 

The second low density residential district is also a recommended code enforcement 

area. Approximately 125 dwelling units could be located in this district providing single 

family housing for school and other midtown employees. The educational complex buffers 

this district from a third residential district of multi-family structures proposed at a 

moderate density. This area should support approximately 400 housing units of which 100 

should be designed and constructed for the elderly and handicapped. 

The fourth residential district is a nine block area proposed at differing density 

levels. This is a clearance area and all property should be acquired, cleared, and leased or 

sold for development as a planned residential district. The greenbelt project will be a 

positive major environmental attraction in this redevelopment effort. Approximately 375 
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units could be constructed in the moderate density portion of this district and 400 -- 800 

units in the high density, highrise portion. Units should be mixed in size to accommodate 

singles, couples, and families. Approximately twenty percent of this housing should be 

designed for use by the elderly and handicapped. 

In summary. these four residential districts could house 1.475 - 2.250 families. This 

housing plus group quarter housing in other portions of the midtown sector would result in 

5% of the City'S total population residing in the midtown sector in the year 2000. 

There are two public districts shown in Illustration 9. Many of the projects 

recommended in the two previous sections are located in these districts. The eastern edge of 

the northwest public district would function as a governmental complex adjacent to the 

central business district. Expansion of the police/municipal court building and construction 

of a municipal annex is recommended in this district. A human resource center could be 

constructed in the northern portion of the district. The adjacent residential district would 

provide a choice of in-town housing for government, human resource center, and central 

business district employees. 

The south-central public district provides for an educational complex with easy 

access from in-town and peripheral residential areas. The educational complex would 

include an elementary/junior high school, school administrative offices, and a new library. 

The adjacent neighborhoods offer in-town housing choices for school employees. 

Illustration 9 shows an area proposed as a hospital district. The activities of this 

district should be limited to hospital, extended care facilities, various private medical offices 

and clinics, and related medical and retail business such as drug stores, flower shops, and gift 

shops. The hospital district is adjacent to public and community facility districts creating a 

major non-commercial area. However, a potential for increased conflict exists along adjacent 

strips of incompatible general commercial land use. 

A community facilities district is located in the center of the midtown sector. The 

purpose of this district is to encourage a suitable environment for family life by preserving 

an area for appropriate institutions and to prevent the encroachment of incompatible uses. 
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The uses within this district should be limited to social services, cultural, religious, and 

recreational activities. 

There are four general commercial districts shown in Illustration 9. The first smaller 

district is located along Brook Ave. while the second is located between 9th St., Kell 

Interchange, Broad St., and Holliday St. 

The third and fourth general commercial districts are shown in the southeastern 

portion of the midtown sector. Activities in these districts should be those which generate 

truck traffic and ooncentrarions of vehicles. Examples include publishing and printing 

facilities, truck sales and service, motorcycle sales and service, and gasoline service stations. 

The nature of these activities do not require an elaborate open space and pedestrian 

circulation network. The two southeastern general commercial districts serve as buffering 

between a heavy commercial district and central business, public, and residential districts. 

The heavy commercial districts are located along the eastern and southeastern edge 

of the midtown sector as shown in Illustration 9. The purpose of these districts is primarily 

to accommodate the sale, service, display, or storage of certain commodities which by their 

very nature are not compatible with many other sales and display operations. Building 

material yards, motor freight and rail terminals, open storage and repair of machinery and 

welding or machine shops are examples of such heavy uses. These districts have excellent 

access to freeway and rail facilities and are out of the flow of local traffic. Buffering along 

the inside edges of the heavy commercial districts would minimize land use conflicts 

adjacent to the central business district and at major access points to the midtown sector. 

Illustration 9 shows an integrated central business district and represents a north and 

west expansion of the existing central business district. This large central business district 

will be composed of a ten block core retail/office area, a ten block entertainment area which 

includes a possible civic center, and surrounding blocks of parking, administrative, and 

service activity. The three blocks between Ohio Street and Lamar Street south of Tenth 

Street will serve as a southern anchor through the recycling of the Dillards Building for retail 

space and the redevelopment of the block between Indiana St. and Scott Ave. The northern 
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portion of the central business district abuts the northern residential area, and will extend to 

the Wichita River Greenbelt. The southern portion'will be adjacent to general commercial 

areas and will have easy city-wide access via the Kell Freeway system. It is the improvements 

in this district and the linkage of this district to others by means of the circulation pattern 

and the open space network which tie the midtown sector together. 
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PLAN IMPLEMENTATION 

The implementation and integration of the Circulation and Parking, Urban Design 

and Beautification, and Land Use Plans illustrated in the three previous chapters would 

result in the Sketch Plan located in the inside jacket. Implementing MIDTOWN 2000 and 

moving toward the realization of the goals and objectives of the midtown sector will be very 

difficult. The responsibility of transforming paper ideas into reality must be shared by the 

entire community. The degree to which these ideas are made realities will be a reflection of 

the participation and interest shown by the total community in utilizing financial, 

regulatory, and informal tools. 

Financial Tools 

Financial resources from both the private and public sectors will be necessary to 

implement MIDTOWN 2000. Private sector funds must be made available by private 

businessmen both individually and collectively. Public sector funds could be made available 

through local, state, and federal governments. 

Pr iva te Fu nds - Private businessmen could individually and 
collectively finance midtown improvements. Individual efforts 
should include cleaning and repairing front, side and rear facades, 
developing new uses of second story space, and instituting innovative 
marketing methods such as kiosks and graphics. Collective efforts 
should in1cude coordinating design themes along block faces and rear 
shop entrances, developing interior accessways between businesses, 
and constructing continuous canopies. 

Non-Profit Corporation Funds - Private funds could collectively be 
generated through the non-profit corporation, "Midtown Now." The 
corporation could receive funds through membership dues, 
donations, endowments, direct loans, loan guarantees, or sale/lease of 
acquired property. The corporation should 1) initiate a membership 
drive, 2) begin formulating plans for major improvement projects, 3) 
conduct a fund raising drive, and 4) hire an executive director. 
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Local General Funds - Future midtown improvements funded strictly 
from the general fund should focus basically on increased 
maintenance. However, capital investments should be funded from 
the general fund by earmarking off-street parking meter revenue and 
incremental increases of property tax revenue generated by midtown 
revitalization. 

Off-street parking meter revenue should be earmarked for midtown 
parking improvements including property acquisition, relocation, 
demolition, and construction of the additional off-street parking 
recommended along Ohio Street. These amounts are very minimal at 
this time, but could substantially increase. 

As MIDTOWN 2000 is implemented, property values and tax revenue 
should increase. If the proportion of total midtown property value 
and tax revenue to total City property value and tax revenue 
increases due to improvements, an incremental tax increase would be 
realized. 

The Board of Aldermen should establish a policy which utilizes last 
year's incremental tax increase as a guide in determining the amount 
of additional local funds budgeted for midtown improvements in the 
next year. 

Local Private Assessment Funds - Improvements of private property 
along block faces should be complemented by public improvement 
of adjacent pedestrian areas and the open space network. However, 
the private sector should also be responsible for a share (213) of the 
public improvements. This percentage is based on the fact that 
approximately 1/3 of the midtown's area is city property. 
Regulatory tools which establish an assessment process are needed to 
help obtain funds from this source, and are duscussed further below. 

Local Hotel/Motel Tax Funds - This tax should be levied and would 
generate approximately $80,000 annually. Immediate improvements 
funded by this tax should include the civic center market analysis, 
construction of additional parking for the municipal auditorium, and 
urban beautification around the auditorium. If the civic center 
market analysis is positive, subsequent funds should be used to offset 
construction and operational costs of a civic center. 
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Local General Obligation Bond Funds - Special projects should be 
funded through the sale of general obligation bonds. Projects which 
could be funded in this manner include the police/municipal court 
expansion, fire station expansion, municipal annex, library, and the 
educational complex. 

State Funds - Funds should be available through the Texas 
Department of Highways and Public Transportation from the federal 
Department of Transporta tion for assistance in making all circulation 
and parking improvements. As such, the City's Transportation 
Improvement Plan should be amended to include the projects 
contained in this document, with the stipulation that the additional 
projects receive high priority for funding. 

Federal Revenue Sharing Funds - The pnonty category for the 
expenditure of general revenue sharing funds is capital 
improvements. The Board of Aldermen has appropriated $140,000 
of revenue sharing funds for midtown improvements. If the program 
is continued, a significant percentage (10-15%) of future funds 
should be allocated for midtown improvements. This percentage is 
based on the fact that approximately 100;6 of the total property value 
of the City exists in the midtown sector. 

Federal Community Development Funds - Eligible activities under 
the Department of Housing and Urban Development's Community 
Development Block Grant Program include property acquisition, 
public works improvements, code enforcement, demolition, removal 
of restrictive barriers, property disposition, provision of public 
services, payment of the City's share of federal matching grants, 
relocation payments, planning, and administration. 

The Board of Aldermen has approved expenditures for improvements 
in the midtown for 1976-77 which include $5,000 for a human 
resource center site plan, $10,000 for a historical commons plan, 
$21,000 for other midtown improvements. Portions of the street 
paving, street lighting, demolition, parks, and code enforcement 
programs will be carried out in the midtown sector. 
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Th e proposed Community Development expenditures for the 
midtown sector in 1977-78 and 1978-79 are $200,000 and 
$250,000. If the Community Development Block Grant Program is 
continued, a significant percentage (20-25%) of the funds should be 
allocated for midtown improvements. This percentage is based on the 
fact that the midtown sector is one of five designated community 
development target sectors. 

Federal Categorical Grant-in-Aid Funds - Other funds may also be 
available from the state and federal governments. These may include 
funds from the Texas Parks and Wildlife Commission and the Federal 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation for development of a Wichita River 
greenbelt, the Department of Housing and Urban Development for 
housing construction, the Texas Department of Mental Health and 
Mental Retardation for various social service functions and facilities 
such as the human resource center, the National Endowment for the 
Arts for urban design plans, and the Department of Labor for hiring 
of employees for special maintenance programs. A concentrated 
effort to obtain these categorical funds should be initiated. 

The redevelopment of the midtown will require very close financial cooperation 

between the private and public sectors. Neither can accomplish the needed improvements 

independently. Each of the funding tools must be utilized in a cooperative public/private 

manner. 

Regulatory Tools 

Additional regulatory tools will provide the mechanism to help ensure the 

implementation of MIDTOWN 2000. The regulatory tools should include plan adoption and 

the establishment of design review guidelines and standards. The City could also utilize its 

power of assessment and of eminent domain for acquiring property for the construction of 

key public projects. Although the City has no land use controls specifically oriented to 

guiding development patterns, many city-wide ordinances could be used to improve 

conditions and attract development to areas within the midtown sector. 

The Mayor and Board of Aldermen should adopt by resolution the 
MIDTOWN 2000 Plan and thereby establish a policy to revitalize the 
midtown sector. 
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The Mayor and Board of Aldermen should adopt an ordinance which 
would establish a Design Review Commission and outline its duties 
and responsibilities. The Commission would review site design plans 
for all development and redevelopment projects in the midtown 
sector. The ordinance would outline criteria for carrying out these 
responsibilities, but would provide guidance for redevelopment on an 
advisory basis only. 

The Mayor and Board of Aldermen should consider adopting an 
ordinance which would establish an assessment procedure for 
funding midtown improvements along block faces. The ordinance 
would outline the private commitments needed to initiate the 
assessment procedure and the assessment ratio, and would provide an 
adequate financing mechanism. 

The City should utilize its power of eminent domain to acquire 
property for the construction of public facilities, parks, and parking 
lots. Such uses would establish the supporting environment for 
private midtown improvements and subsequently stimulate and guide 
redevelopment. 

Also, the Community Development Act of 1974 allows cities to use 
funds for land assembly and resale. With modifications to State 
legislation, the City could acquire groups of small parcels in 
dilapidated areas and subsequently lease or resell the entire tract for 
major redevelopment projects. The City should support such a 
legislative change. However, if State legislation is not changed, the 
midtown sector should be designated as an urban renewal area in 
ocder to accomplish similar property acquisition and redevelopment. 

In the interim, with careful consideration for State laws the 
"Midtown now" non-profit corporation could use private funds to 
assemble land for redevelopment or as "seed" money for revolving 
improvement loans for property rehabilitation. 

The City should better utilize existing regulatory tools. Existing 
ocdinances of particular importance deal with abandoned objects, 
signs, health hazards, noise, hazardous structures, the Wichita River, 
sidewalks and curbs, subdivision regulation, and liquor zoning. In the 
future, comprehensive land use controls will be needed to ensure 
redevelopment which is in conformance with the Land Use Plan and 
which enhances the natural and man made environment 
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Informal Tools 

Informal tools are the routine working relationships between the private and public 

sectors. These relationships should maintain a free flow of information during all stages of 

the revitaliza tiOll efforts in the midtown sector. 

The fIrst step toward establishing the free flow of information was citizen 

participation in the formulation of the MIDTOWN 2000 Plan. Citizen participation in the 

planning process included informal personal meetings with interested individuals, 

presen ta tions to organizations, and expansion of the Planning Board's Midtown 

Subcommittee to include an Ad Hoc Advisory Group of concerned citizens. The MIDTOWN 

2000 plan continues this communication by informing the public of revitalization 

opportunities and suggesting general methods for coordination of private sector activities. 

These efforts must be continued by the following steps. 

The Planning Division's staff should be available to counsel with 
organizations and individuals with an interest in midtown 
redevelopment. These sessions are perhaps the best method of 
coordinating and influencing public and private redevelopment 
efforts. Such meetings serve to inform interested parties, minimize 
duplication of effort, reduce construction costs, coordinate 
circulation patterns, property services, and harmonious land uses, 
and plan design considerations for future development. 

Elected officials and members of Midtown Now should keep local 
representatives in state and national government aware of the 
problems of midtown revitalization. Personal and organizational 
support should be given to state and federal programs which address 
problems of urban sprawl and inner city redevelopment. 

Midtown Now should maintain communication throughout the 
private sector and between the public and private sectors. This 
communication should be directed toward identifying opportunities, 
seeking potential investors and developers, promoting coordinated 
pr oj e ct s, an d k e e ping informed on all pu blic and priva te 
revitalization efforts. 
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.,IDTOWN 2000 

HIEBTell 



2000 

In the fall of 1973, the Board of Aldermen of Wichita Falls approved a new General Plan. The General Plan recommended that the City be divided into 
sectors for future planning purposes: In December, 1973 the Planning Board appointed a subcommittee to work with the Planning staff in preparing a plan for 

sector 1 (Midtown Sector). In the spring of 1974, an appl ication was approved by the Board of Alderm.en which requested comprehensive planning funds from the 
De partment of Housing and Urban Deve lopment for use in prepa ring t he MIDTOWN 2000 Plan. The application was approved in June, 1974 and in July a Senior 

Planner was hired to work on the pla n. From July , 1974 to July, 1975 the Senior Planner completed the following work: reviewed plans of other cities, contacted 

and visited other cities, re searched economic and population trends, surveyed the midtown sector a nd col' ed ed land use and structural condition data , established 

preliminary goal s and obiedives, briefed and discussed the work wh ich had been completed with several key citizens, worked with the Planning Board subcommiHee, 

developed a general concept map showing key leverage projects to strengthen specific activities, and prepared a preliminary draft of the MIDTOWN 2000 Plan 
(July, 1975), 

In August, 1975 the Planning Board subcommittee established an Ad Hoc Advisory Group of 19 key citizens to assist in reviewing the preliminary draft. 

In October, 1975 a Regiona l/ Urban Design Assi,tance Team (R/ UDAT) visited the C;ly, analyzed the preliminary draft of MIDTOWN 2000, and prepared. 
publi~hed report. In November, 1975 the Planning Board subcommittee met with the 19 member Ad Hoc Advisory Group to compare the RjUDAT report with the 
pre liminary draft of MIDTOWN 2000. Several recommendations were made, and the basic text was accepted by the Ad Hoc Advisory Group. In December, 1975 

the Senior Planne r prepared a revised draft incorporating many of the recommendations of the R/ UDAT and the Ad Hoc Advisory Group. The revised draft was 
then approved by the Planning Board subcommittee. In January, 1976 the entire Planning Board accepted the revised draft. In addition, a special non-profit de. 

velopment corporation was estab lished. Th is corporation is called "MIDTOWN N.OW". Most directors are former me'mbers of the Ad Hoc Advisory Group, and 
continue to work very closely with the Planning Board. 

On May 3, 1976 the Board of Aldermen held a night work session on the revised draft. Almost .11 of the m"mbers of the "MIDTOWN NOW" Corporation 
were present and supported the MIDTOWN 2000 Plan. The following morning at the regular mee ting of the Board of Aldermen, the preliminary draft of the MID. 
TOWN 2000 Plan was accepted and the Planning staff was directed to complete this published report. 

The year 1976 is one of dual celebrat ion for Wichitans-not only the bicentennial anniversary of the United States, but also the centennial of the midtown. It was on July 6, 1876 that the 
heirs of John A. Scott filed a deed in Clay County laying out the original townsite which is foda/s midtown sector. With similar foresight and anticipation of a bright future this plan is pub

lished, Appropriately enough, MIDTOWN 2000 is a plan to insure that the original townsite of 187b remains the market and cultural center of North Texas for a second hundred years. 

The implementation and integration of the Circulation and Parking. Urban Design and Beautification, and Land Use Plans illustrated in the bound ten would result in the physical environ.ment 
sketched below. The goal is to achieve an optim um physical pattern of land uses and sound structures which will support the economic base potential of the midtown sector with particular emphasis 
on a signifjcant resident population supporting the market function. 

Implementing MIDTOWN 2000 and moving toward the realization of the goals and objectives listed in the text will be very difficult. The responsibility of transforming paper ideas into 

reality must be shared by ihe e ntire community. The degree to which these ideas are made to live will be a reflection of the participation and interest shown by the total community in 

utilizing financia l, reguJatory, and informal tools. 
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